MP Letter: Bishops Bench
Bishops in the Lords
Writing to your MP can help to get the campaign for Lords reform on the political agenda. We
campaign in parliament as an organisation, and your support will bolster our case.
Hints and tips
- Personalising your letter will make it more likely to have an impact.
- Keep your thoughts fairly brief. MPs are busy and get a lot of correspondence.
- Use clear and simple language.

Name*:
Email*:
Postcode*:
Address:
Message*:
Dear {{name}},
I wish to bring to your attention to Lord Taverne's private
member's bill to end the automatic right of the bishops to sit in
the House of Lords, and urge you to support it.
Of all the outward manifestations of religious privilege embedded
in the UK’s civic life, the presence of an unelected bishops’ bench
in the House of Lords, comprising two archbishops and 24 bishops of
the Church of England, is one of the most archaic, unfair and
undemocratic.
The need to reduce the size of and reform the upper chamber is well
recognised. Removing the bishops' bench is an obvious place to
start.
In an increasingly secular society, the privileged status of the
Church of England is looking increasingly at odds with the reality
of modern life. After over a century of decline in religious
attendance in Britain, the claim that bishops speak for any
significant constituency is clearly far off the mark. In 2019, just
12% of Britons are affiliated to the Church of England. Less than
2% of the British population now attend Anglican services on the
average Sunday.
The bishops' bench also opens up the possibility of seats being
given as of right to representatives of other faiths. That would
entrench the deference our society gives to faith, at the expense
of those who have no religion. A multi-faith approach is at odds
with the increasing religious indifference in our society. It is
also unworkable. Extending political representation to other faiths
is neither sustainable nor appropriate and should not be
countenanced.
Any idea that the bishops have a special moral insight which the
rest of society does not possess is insulting to the large number
of non-religious people in the UK. Indeed the bishops have
threatened or obstructed legislation which the majority of British

people support. For example, they attempted to prevent same-sex
marriage and civil partnerships from becoming law and have opposed
assisted dying – despite 79% of religious people supporting a
the law.
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Ending the bishops’ right to seats in parliament would be a
tangible step towards a secular state where no one is
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disadvantaged,
nor privileged, because of their beliefs. I urge you
to support it.
Yours sincerely,

